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May it please the Expert Consenting Panel
1.

INTRODUCTION
Standing to make a comment

1.1

This comment is filed on behalf of The Park Homes Limited (“TPHL”) which owns and is
developing 115 Park Estate Road, Rosehill. The legal description is ALLOT 430 SO 45673
BLKS III IV DRURY SD. A copy of the certificate of title is attached as Annexure 1:
Title Plan.

1.2

115 Park Estate Road is one of the parcels of land on which the project is to be
undertaken.1

1.3

As a result, the Expert Consenting Panel (“Panel”) was required to invite TPHL for
comment in accordance with clauses 17(4)(f) and (g) of Schedule 6 of the Act.

1.4

The Panel did invite TPHL and the director of TPHL, Jason Wong did receive an invitation
from the Expert Consenting Panel.
Brief reasons for the lateness of the comment

1.5

Due to an earlier miscommunication between Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport
Agency (“Waka Kotahi”) and Mr Wong’s advisors (Terra Consultants), the extent of the
current Notice of Requirement (“NoR”) was not identified. The specific circumstances
are set out in the chronology in section 3, but in short:
(a)

In April 2021, TPHL had received a dwg file from Waka Kotahi and had been
using that file to design its development.

(b)

In July 2021, Waka Kotahi indicated that the NoR was consistent with that
shown in the dwg file.

(c)

Accordingly, more recent pdf files were not reviewed because they were not
“new”.

(d)

It has only recently become apparent that the dwg. file did not show the new
NoR and that there is a conflict between the NoR and TPHL’s intended
development. In part, because that inconsistency was identified through the
dwg plans provided by Waka Kotahi there was some confusion about why there
had been an (apparent) change in the design and which of the various processes
TPHL should engage with.

Recent engagement with Waka Kotahi
1.6

Prior to filing this memorandum, Counsel contacted counsel for Waka Kotahi who have
been responsive and helpful in engaging on this issue (including facilitating a meeting
between the respective engineers and planners within 24 hours of raising the issue).

1
https://www.epa.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/Fast-track-consenting/Papakura-to-Drury-road-Stage1B1/Comments-received/Papakura_to_Drury_Invitee_list_for_website.pdf
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1.7

1.8

That meeting was helpful because, while it initially appears that there is a significant
conflict between TPHL’s intended development and the NoR, the conflict may be
manageable. That is because:
(a)

Both TPHL and Waka Kotahi intend on raising ground level in this location. TPHL
hopes that by working together to raise ground level in this location, the width
of batter slopes presently with the NoR will become unnecessary, thus enabling
the NoR to be narrowed.

(b)

A modification to the direction of the stormwater outfall (and associated erosion
control structures) is also needed and potentially some further design work
needed to understand whether that is feasible, but the area involved is relatively
small, circa 14m2.

Notwithstanding TPHL’s intention to continue with direct discussions with Waka Kotahi,
given the pressures of the fast-track process, it seemed essential to bring this matter
to the Panel’s attention. This memorandum will be served on Waka Kotahi
contemporaneously with filing it with the EPA.
Structure of Comment

1.9

TPHL, by this comment, seeks to:
(a)

Provide a comment to the Panel pursuant to clause 17 of the 6th Schedule to
the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020 (“Fast-track Act”);
and

(b)

Respectfully ask that the Panel consider the comment, even though it has been
received after the time specified in the submission, pursuant to clause 17(6) of
the 6th Schedule to the Fast-track Act.

1.10

This comment has been prepared with the direct input and review of Garry Clarke Land
Development Manager and Simon Marshall Lead Design Engineer. Given the time
constraints Terra Consultants have not prepared a separate engineering comment, but
can do so if the Panel wishes.

1.11

To that end, this comment addresses the following:
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(a)

Background / chronology of correspondence between Waka Kotahi and TPHL
(Section 3);

(b)

Jurisdiction for the Panel to accept a late comment (Section 4);

(c)

Conflict between the NoR and TPHL’s proposed development (Section 5);

(d)

Area 1: Width of Proposed NoR (Section 6);

(e)

Area 2: The design of the stormwater outfall and the extent of buffer area
around the designed outfall (Section 7);

(f)

Grounds for seeking change to the NoR (Section 8); and

(g)

Relief sought (Section 9).
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2.

SUMMARY

2.1

TPHL’s concerns with the NoR can be broken down into two areas:

2.2

(a)

Area 1 which is a strip of land along the edge of the NoR which cuts through
two proposed houses and a number of the outdoor living space of the proposed
dwellings. This is labelled Area 1 and is approximately 204m 2; and

(b)

Area 2 which is a triangular section of the NoR which is to cater for the
stormwater outfall for, culvert 14F. Area 2 is approximately 14m2.

The impact of the NoR on these areas is shown in Annexure 2: TPHL Development and
NoR Interface Plans, which is a plan series showing:
(a)

TPHL’s proposed development and the extent of Waka Kotahi’s NoR that impacts
on that development (Page 1);

(b)

TPHL’s proposed development and the design of Waka Kotahi’s NoR that impacts
on that development (Page 2);

(c)

TPHL’s proposed development contour plan with Waka Kotahi’s NoR overlaid
(Page 3); and

(d)

Cross sections along the interface between TPHL’s development and Waka
Kotahi’s NoR (Pages 4 and 5).

2.3

Attached as Annexure 3: TPHL Outdoor Outlook and Living Space and NoR Overlay is
TPHL’s development plan (including outdoor living space) with Waka Kotahi’s NoR
overlaid. This plan also shows a number of surrounding site constraints such as the
gas pipeline (and setback) to the west, stream to the north and designation to the
south, all of which substantially constrain the site – in addition to the Waka Kotahi NoR.

2.4

TPHL seeks:
(a)

In relation to Area 1, a condition requiring that Waka Kotahi to remove the
designation over Area 1 if the level of TPHL’s land is raised so that Waka Kotahi
does not need to establish a batter slope to allow for the difference in finished
ground level between the proposed NoR works and TPHL’s land. This condition
is set out in paragraph 6.9 below.

(b)

If (a) is not acceptable to Waka Kotahi for any reason, then Area 1 should be
excluded from the extent of the designation.

(c)

In relation to Area 2, modification of the NoR boundary to exclude Area 2 from
the NoR / designation.

2.5

TPHL’s grounds for seeking this relief are that Waka Kotahi does not have a sufficient
legal interest in the land to undertake the project and has not considered the alternative
methods proposed by TPHL that would avoid the need for the proposed extent of the
NoR. Whether or not Waka Kotahi has completed sufficient detailed design to be certain
of specific outcomes does not answer that point.

2.6

TPHL is not seeking to impose a greater cost on Waka Kotahi – it is saving Waka Kotahi
from having to pay for an inefficient design given the surrounding works which are
intended to take place.
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2.7

Counsel is available to attend a teleconference with the Expert Consenting Panel and
Waka Kotahi to discuss this comment and matters arising, at short notice, should the
Panel desire to hold a teleconference.

3.

KEY BACKGROUND / CHRONOLOGY

3.1

There has been considerable correspondence between TPHL (and its consultants) and
Waka Kotahi through 2021. The following (and Annexures 32 and 43) seek to set out
the position as understood by counsel. Given the time pressure it is unlikely that every
communication has been identified and/or reviewed. The purpose of this chronology
therefore is not to assert wrongdoing by Waka Kotahi, but to outline the basis for a
genuine misunderstanding between two parties that have been engaging in good faith.

3.2

The following is a summary of the steps which have occurred between February 2021
and September 2021.
(a)

Through 2021, TPHL’s consultants
development of TPHL’s land.

have

been

designing

a

residential

(b)

TPHL was aware that the designation was to be altered and sough a dwg file of
the designation for incorporating into their CAD design.

(c)

In April 2021, Waka Kotahi provided TPHL with a dwg file and later referred to
that file when identifying that a new NOR had been lodged and had legal effect.
The specific email states:
“From:
Evan
Keating
<Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent:
Tuesday,
July
13,
2021
1:48
PM
To:
Kylie
McLaughlin
<kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Cc:
South
Papakura
to
Bombay
<P2B@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: FW: designation boundary query - 115 Park Estate Road
development
Hi Kylie,
I’m not aware of any setbacks from an NoR but don’t know the details
of the AUP to confirm this. Our NoR has been lodged and now has
legal effect so your client will need our approval before doing anything
on land subject to it which may hinder our project (i.e. the land itself,
not adjacent land). The drawing files with the details of the NoR
area and location have been sent to Michael Wu and Auckland
Council’s GIS is being updated to show it. Their website also has a
link to link to the EPA website which has our application:
https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitaryplan-modifications/environmental-protection-authority-callin/Pages/default.aspx
Hope this helps
Regards
Evan”

2
3

Email chain March to April 2021
Email chain: July to mid September
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(d)

Since April 2021, TPHL had been working on the basis that that dwg file provided
represented the new NoR and was designing the planned subdivision around the
area depicted in the dwg file. As a result, there was no need for TPHL’s
consultants to review the pdf drawings which (on TPHL’s understanding)
represented information which they already knew and had already incorporated
into the design file.

(e)

It has now become apparent that the dwg file only showed the extent of the old
designation and not the new NoR and, in fact, the extent of the NoR has a
significant overlap with the proposed development.

(f)

That difference was discovered in mid-September 2021 when Waka Kotahi
provided a new dwg file. However at that point it appeared to TPHL that Waka
Kotahi had recently changed their design (and not that it was a design dating
back to early 2021) and TPHL’s focus was on understanding why Waka Kotahi
had done so. Further, it appears that there was a lack of understanding about
the 3 overlapping communication streams between:

(g)

(i)

The Expert Consenting Panel;

(ii)

Terra Consultants discussions with Waka Kotahi regarding approval /
signoff for the resource consent plans pursuant to TPHL’s proposed
resource consent;

(iii)

Waka Kotahi’s engagement with TPHL under the Public Works Act 1981
to acquire the relevant land.

Thus, it was not until TPHL engaged counsel and provided the array of email
chains last week that it became apparent that TPHL’s concerns arose from Waka
Kotahi’s Notice of Requirement and that it needed to engage with the Expert
Consenting Panel.

3.3

In order to avoid creating further confusion, counsel initially contacted counsel for Waka
Kotahi to raise this issue and better understand the impacts of the NoR on TPHL. At
Waka Kotahi’s request, TPHL deferred raising this issue with the Panel to allow direct
discussions to take place. Those discussions were helpful and have enabled TPHL to
provide a more focussed and solutions-orientated submission than would otherwise
have been the case.

4.

JURISIDCTION FOR THE PANEL TO ACCEPT A LATE COMMENT

4.1

The Panel will be familiar with the approach of considering applications for waiver under
s281 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“RMA”). Section 281 requires the
Environment Court to be satisfied that the waiver does not cause undue prejudice prior
to any party.

4.2

Clause 17(6) of the 6th Schedule to the Fast-track Act does not include the same
threshold as is contained in the RMA. Accordingly, the test is not the same and must
therefore be approached differently, notwithstanding s12(9) of the Fast-track Act.

4.3

Section 10 of the Fast-track Act provides some guidance on how the Pane’s discretion
should be applied:
“Every person performing functions and exercising powers under this
Act must take all practicable steps to use timely, efficient, consistent,
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and cost-effective processes that are proportionate to the functions,
duties, or powers being performed or exercised.”

4.4

This directive obviously aligns with the purpose of the Act, which should be taken into
account when any decision is made by the Panel.

4.5

In this case, the nature of the project involves work not only near but within TPHL’s
land and will directly result in the taking of its land. It is reasonably self-evident that
this is the greatest kind of impact that a project can have on a person and accordingly
also engages with s21 of the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (“NZBoRA”):
“Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search or
seizure, whether of the person, property, or correspondence or
otherwise”.

4.6

Obviously the consultation process in the Fast-track Act is the process by which
unreasonable seizure, as referred to in the NZBoRA is avoided. Thus, for someone who
will have their land taken by a project, the Panel’s consultation process is a step of
substantial importance (and greater importance than for someone who is only adjacent
to a project). Thus, it is submitted that the Panel should look to accommodate a late
submission from a person who will have their land taken if at all possible.

4.7

Equally there is a need for Waka Kotahi to have an opportunity to respond to TPHL’s
submission and for the Panel to consider both views. That is the essence of natural
justice and the expected process provided for in the Fast-track Act.

4.8

At this point, it is understood that no decision has been made by the Panel and there is
(hopefully) time for Waka Kotahi to provide a response to TPHL’s submission and for
the Panel to make an informed decision. Such an outcome would seem to be consistent
with the purpose and section 10 of the Fast-track Act as well as section 21 of the
NZBoRA.

5.

CONFLICT BETWEEN THE NOR AND TPHL’S PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

5.1

TPHL generally does not object to the proposed transport infrastructure that Waka
Kotahi intends to undertake on its land (e.g., cycleway).4 It does however have concern
with:
(a)

The width of the proposed NoR and the extent that it penetrates into TPHL’s
land (“Area 1”); and

(b)

The design of the stormwater outfall and the extent of buffer area around the
designed outfall (“Area 2”).

5.2

We address these matters below.

6.

AREA 1: WIDTH OF PROPOSED NOR

6.1

The NoR designs as relating to TPHL’s land (from chainage 10280 to 11380) is shown
below. It can be seen that there is a significant “buffer” with of NoR from the outer
edge of the shared path to the edge of the NoR and there appears to be no infrastructure
in this “buffer” area. The NZTA design NoR boundary is based on existing ground

4

Subject of course to appropriate compensation under the Public Works Act 1981
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whereas TPHL’s proposed development includes provision for raising the existing ground
level meaning that the batter slopes are not needed. This is explained in paragraph 6.6.

Figures 1 and 2: Extracts from Waka Kotahi NoR Vol 3, Appendix F – Stormwater
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Drainage Layout Plan, Drawings 1408 and 1409 showing TPHL’s land chainage 11260
- 11400
6.2

The extent of the NoR cuts into TPHL’s proposed subdivision as shown on the Terra
Consultant plan titled “Site Boundary Plan (With Aerial)”5 an extract of which is provided
below as Area, which is a strip of land along the edge of the NoR which cuts through
two houses and a number of the outdoor living space of the proposed dwellings. Area
1 is approximately 204m2; and

6.3

The interplay between the NoR and TPHL’s subdivision is shown below, overlaid on top
of one of Waka Kotahi’s plans. It can be seen from this plan that the both areas of
concern lie outside the transport infrastructure that Waka Kotahi needs to achieve the
object of the project. For the most part, the NoR with that is of concern is provided to
allow for batter slopes and design uncertainty.

Figure 3: Extract from Annexure 2 page 2 showing Area 1 and Area 2.
6.4

5

The cross sections appear to support the view that the width of the NoR is not required.
The most relevant cross section from the Waka Kotahi application documents is
understood to be ND, contained at Vol 3, Appendix F, page 2), an extract of which is
pasted below.

Annexure 2, page 2.
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Figure 4: Extract from Waka Kotahi NoR Vol 3, Appendix F Typical Cross Sections
Drawing 0202, Section ND
6.5

This cross section shows a wide area from the edge of the shared path to the edge of
the NoR which includes a batter that is estimated to be approximately 4m wide. It is
understood that this is not a detailed design and some allowance for design changes
has to be made.

6.6

Although this only shows the batter slope at one point, it seems reasonably clear that
a significant portion of the NoR which encroaches into TPHL’s land is associated with
the batter slope and not transport infrastructure.

6.7

TPHL intends to raise ground level in this location by approximately 1.3 – 1.5m and the
full 3D dwg set has (now) been provided to Waka Kotahi.

6.8

A cross section showing how Waka Kotahi’s proposed works (raising the ground level)
interface with TPHL’s proposed works is shown below. Both parties are looking to raise
ground level and so Waka Kotahi presently has planned a wide batter slop which is not
needed. Removing that batter slope from the design would seem to avoid the impact
that the NoR has on TPHL’s proposed subdivision, as can be see below (an extract from
page 4 of Annexure 2).
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Figure 5: Extract from Annexure 2, Page 4.
6.9

Accordingly, TPHL seeks that Waka Kotahi’s NoR is subject to the following conditions:
X. If the following actions are completed prior to 10 December 2022, the
Requiring Authority must within 20 working days of completion, give notice
pursuant to s182 of the Resource Management Act 1991 that it no longer wants
a designation over Area 1 on the Terra Consultants Site Boundary Plan provided
as page 1 of Annexure 2 of The Park Homes Limited’s comment to the Expert
Consenting Panel and therefore withdraws the designation over that part of the
designation described as Area 1. The required actions are:
a) Ground level within Area 1 is raised so that:
(i)

except for proposed lots 9 and 10, it is within a 300mm vertical
distance below the proposed level of the western edge of shared
use path (based on the Requiring Authority’s current design file
[TBC];

(ii)

for proposed lots 9 and 10, it is within a 600mm vertical distance
below the proposed level of the western edge of shared use path
(based on the Requiring Authority’s current design file [TBC];

b) A completion report from a registered cadastral surveyor that the ground
level within Area 1 complies with the levels set out in (a) above; and
c) A completion report, from a chartered professional engineer specialising in
civil engineering, confirming that the earthworks undertaken in Area 1 is
engineered clean fill and the top 150mm is topsoil that has been seeded with
grass is provided to the Requiring Authority.
105309.2
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Advice note: A subdivision / development plan consistent with [Terra
subdivision plan] would not prevent or hinder a public work or project or
work to which this designation relates, provided that it is contingent on
undertaking the works, procuring the reports identified and providing
them to the Requiring Authority, all in accordance with condition x. This
work includes a batter slope from the edge of Area 1 toward SH1.
Drafting note: the detailed name for the Requiring Authority’s relevant design
file is not known and needs to be completed as does the numbering of the
condition.
6.10

Proposed lots 9 and 10 are quite distant from the edge of SH1 and there is more room
available for different ground levels, which is why those lots are provided for different.

7.

AREA 2: THE DESIGN OF THE STORMWATER OUTFALL AND THE EXTENT OF
BUFFER AREA AROUND THE DESIGNED OUTFALL

7.1

Area 2 is a triangular section of the NoR which is to cater for the stormwater outfall for,
culvert 14F. Area 2 is approximately 14m2.

7.2

While this may not be a final design, there is a significant buffer area around the outfall,
which sits beyond a generously proportioned erosion protection rip/rap outfall.

Figure 6: Extract from Annexure 2 page 2 showing Area 2 in detail
7.3
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As can be seen above, it is only one corner of the NoR impacts on the design. This
corner appears to be a buffer area which is not needed by the current stormwater outlet
design. It is only 14m2 in total and a maximum dimension of 2.55m
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7.4

The NoR area which TPHL wishes to exclude from its land is part of a much wider buffer
area around the outfall and appears to be more of a convenient indicative space than a
space which the present design actually needs.

7.5

As a result, it seems that the NoR boundary can be moved back without even needing
to alter the design of the stormwater outlet. TPHL is willing to consider enabling access
for Waka Kotahi at the same time as it is doing its own earthworks, should that be
necessary, but it appears that there will be sufficient room for Waka Kotahi to access
the area along the shared path and from the northern side.

7.6

Furthermore, Terra Consultants have advised that in the unlikely event that an
amended design is needed it is reasonable to expect that there would be conventional
engineering options to either:
(a)

slightly redirect the flow from the outfall (to a more northerly direction); or

(b)

otherwise construct the riprap so that a narrower extent can be used on the
southern side (e.g. gabion baskets and/or retaining walls).

7.7

TPHL therefore proposes that the NoR Boundary be moved back to an alignment which
does not interfere with TPHL’s proposed development.

8.

GROUNDS FOR SEEKING CHANGE TO THE NOR

8.1

The key relevant tests are set out in section 33 of the Fast-track Act. Section 33(2)
states, inter alia:
“(2) When considering a notice of requirement and any comments
received in response to an invitation given under clause 17(2), a
panel must, subject to Part 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991
and the purpose of this Act, consider the effects on the environment
of allowing the requirement, having particular regard to
(b) whether adequate consideration has been given to
alternative sites, routes, or methods of undertaking the work if—
(i) the requiring authority does not have an interest in the land
sufficient to undertake the work; or
(ii) it is likely that the work will have a significant adverse effect on
the environment; and […]”

8.2

In this case, it is clear that the requiring authority does not have an interest in the land
sufficient to undertake the work which TPHL is concerned with.
Adequate consideration of alternative methods affecting Area 1

8.3

In relation to Area 1:
(a)
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TPHL has not identified any assessment by Waka Kotahi of mitigation options or
alternative methods which involve:
(i)

Raising the ground level to the wider area of TPHL’s site; or

(ii)

Reducing the extent of the NoR if TPHL raises ground level within its site.
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(b)

These options and the reduction of the extent of the NoR will also reduce the
impact of the NoR which is an anticipated loss of at least 2 dwellings and quite
possibly 4 or 5. Auckland is presently in a widely recognised housing shortage,
and avoiding the loss of even 2 lots is a positive environmental effect,
particularly when doing so does not impact on the provision of transport
infrastructure (or even cost to Waka Kotahi). As a result, the option and
condition proposed should be given careful consideration by the Panel.

(c)

Also, by providing a mechanism by which TPHL can assist to raise the earth,
TPHL will be saving some of Waka Kotahi’s cost of undertaking works and also
reducing the extent of land needing to be acquired (and paid for). These savings
will be material given the impact on TPHL’s intended development (even though
perhaps not substantial in the total project cost). The point being, TPHL is not
seeking to impose a greater cost on Waka Kotahi – it is saving Waka Kotahi
from having to pay for an inefficient design given the surrounding works which
are intended to take place.

Adequate consideration of alternative methods affecting Area 2
8.4

In relation to the stormwater outfall that impacts on Area 2, the Stormwater and
Hydrology Assessment is contained in Volume 2, Appendix G (“SAHA”). Within that
report, the relevant outfall is 14F. Set out below are the key extracts from that Report:
(a)

(b)

The works involved are described in section 3.2.3 of the SAHA, they are:
(i)

Extend 1500 x 3500 Culvert by 15m (Total culvert length: 61.72m); and

(ii)

Culvert to be extended and rip rap constructed at the new downstream
end of the culvert. Culvert extension required to accommodate SUP.

In terms of ecological effects Section 2.7.1 of the SAHA states:
“The OLFPs downstream of culverts 14D, 14E and 14F, have
been ecologically assessed. The ecological assessment
resulted in an initial aquatic value of Low or Very Low for the
habitats of the respective watercourses.”

(c)

In terms of flooding effect, Section 4.1.1.1 of the SAHA states:
“Culvert 14D, 14E, and 14F (refer to drawings WW-1406,
WW1407, and WW1408) are proposed to be extended under
the proposed SUP. Table 4-1 shows that the effect of the
proposed extensions on flooding to the upstream
environment is negligible.”

(d)

In terms of erosion control:
(i)

Section 4.1.1.3 of the SAHA states:
“Erosion control has been proposed at all project
Stage 1B1 discharges to mitigate any potential
erosion or scour. Table 4-3 provides an overview of
the erosion control specified. The analysis
undertaken for each discharge is described in detail
in the Assessment of Environmental Effects section
of Appendix D.”
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(ii)

The proposed characteristics of 14F are:
Rip Rap Class (D50 = 250mm)
Protection Type: Riprap Apron
Length 15.6m
Width 8.2m
Location: Existing Stream

(e)

The conclusion of the SAHA is that:
”The extension of culverts 14D, 14E and 14F described have
negligible to no effect on the management of stormwater
quantity. The loss of river extent has been minimised to a
best practical option, resulting in negligible effects. Where
any risk to the receiving environment has been identified i.e.
scour and erosion appropriate measures have been proposed
to mitigate potential effects.”

8.5

More specifically the Ecology Assessment6 at 2.2 states:
“Culverts 14D, 14E and 14F will be upgraded as part of Stage
1A and as such the upgraded culverts form the baseline
scenario for determination of ecological effects for Stage
1B1. At all three culverts the Project culvert extensions will
extend over the consented erosion control areas by up to
15m. The initial aquatic ecological value of the stream
habitats was assessed as Low or Very Low, but the Project
culvert extensions at all three culverts will extend over the
consented rip-rap, the aquatic ecological value of each of
these sites was assessed as Negligible.”

8.6

6

Given the above there appears to be no strong ecological or engineering reason for the
precise design of the outfall it appears highly likely that other reasonable stormwater
outlets could be constructed so that the southernmost extent of the outlet area is not
required for the NoR.

Volume 2 Appendix P
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9.

RELIEF SOUGHT

9.1

TPHL seeks the following relief:
(a)

The NoR is subject to the condition and advice note set out in paragraph 6.9
above relating to Area 1;

(b)

If (a) is not acceptable to Waka Kotahi for any reason, then Area 1 should be
excluded from the extent of the designation

(c)

Area 2 is removed from the extent of the designation.
DATED at Auckland this 19th day of October 2021

_________________________
A W Braggins
Counsel for The Park Homes Limited
Annexures provided as separate documents:
Annexure 1: Title Plan
Annexure 2: TPHL Development and NoR Interface Plans
Annexure 3: TPHL Outdoor Outlook and Living Space with NoR Overlay
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ANNEXURE 4: EMAIL CHAIN –MARCH – APRIL 2021
From: Mark Laing <Mark.Laing@aurecongroup.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 7 April 2021 12:54 pm
To:
Jenni Wild <jenni.wild@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Don Harrington <don.harrington@nzta.govt.nz>; p2b@nzta.govt.nz; Michael Wu
<michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Meeting re
and motorway widening project

Jason / Michael,
Find attached 3d cadd files for our current Shared use path layout that impacts on 115 Park Estate
Road. We’ve included the existing property boundary which should assist in overlaying on your design
plans.

Regards
Mark Laing BE (Civil) MIPENZ CPEng
Associate, Integrated Transport & Mobility, Aurecon
M +64 021 142 2769
Mark.Laing@aurecongroup.com

DISCLAIMER

From:
Sent: Wednesday, 7 April 2021 11:18 AM
To: Jenni Wild <jenni.wild@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Don Harrington <don.harrington@nzta.govt.nz>; p2b@nzta.govt.nz; Michael Wu
<michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>; Mark Laing <Mark.Laing@aurecongroup.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Meeting re
and motorway widening project
Thank you very much Jenni
Very much appreciated.
We are looking forward for Mark’s reply.
Kind Regards
Jason
The Park Homes

2021年4月7日 星期三 +1200 11:16 发件人 Jenni Wild <Jenni.Wild@nzta.govt.nz>:

Hi Jason
Apologies I was on leave yesterday and only forwarded Michael’s email to Mark Laing from Aurecon
this morning.
I have asked Mark to respond provide this information to you both directly as soon as it is available.
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Ngā Mihi | Kind regards
Jenni

Jenni Wild
Senior Advisor Communications & Engagement
Te Waka Kōtuia Engagement and Partnerships
M +64 21 590 316
E jenni.wild@nzta.govt.nz
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

From:
>
Sent: Wednesday, 7 April 2021 11:10 AM
To: Jenni Wild <Jenni.Wild@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Don Harrington <Don.Harrington@nzta.govt.nz>; South Papakura to Bombay
<P2B@nzta.govt.nz>; Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: Re: RE: Meeting re
and motorway widening project
Dear Jenni
Could you kindly please reply our email?
I think we both parties want to speed up the process.
Kind Regards
Jason
The Park Homes

2021年4月6日 星期二 +1200 10:57 发件人 Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>:
Hi Jenni,
Can you forward the cad format for alternation to designation boundary lines so we can put to our
design to check. Thanks a lot.
Regards,
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Michael Wu
Project Manager

From: Jenni Wild <Jenni.Wild@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: 2021年3月31日 15:16
To:
Cc: Don Harrington <Don.Harrington@nzta.govt.nz>; Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>;
South Papakura to Bombay <P2B@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Meeting re
and motorway widening project
Hi Jason
It was nice to meet with you and Michael also.
Please find attached two site plans we showed yesterday that also measure the distance between
the existing and preferred new boundary.
You will note that the total area across both plans (as indicated in the second plan) is 3057m2.
I also attach a third plan showing the size of the existing boundary encroachment (fence vs legal
boundary) along Park Estate Road, which we also discussed yesterday.
In line with the discussion yesterday, Mark Laing will also put a 3D model together for you and we
would hope to be able to send that along next week.
Ngā Mihi | Kind regards
Jenni
Jenni Wild
Senior Advisor Communications & Engagement
Te Waka Kōtuia Engagement and Partnerships
M +64 21 590 316
E jenni.wild@nzta.govt.nz
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

From:
Sent: Wednesday, 31 March 2021 10:04 AM
To: Jenni Wild <Jenni.Wild@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Don Harrington <Don.Harrington@nzta.govt.nz>; michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz
105309.2
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Subject: Re: Meeting re
tower, 29 Customs Street West, Auckland

and motorway widening project = at Level 5, AMP

Dear Jenni
It was nice to meet with you and your team yesterday.
In the main time, could you please send your site plan to us today? Because we have to re-design
our site asap.
Kind Regards
Jason
The Park Homes

2021年3月26日 星期五 +1300 15:28 发件人 Jenni Wild <Jenni.Wild@nzta.govt.nz>:
Hi Jason and Michael
This invitation is for you to meet with representatives from Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
(Waka Kotahi to discuss the motorway widening project (the Papakura to Drury South project) and
the expected impacts on the property at
.
Attending for Waka Kotahi will be Don Harrington and Jenni Wild.
I will also try to organise a member of the Papakura to Drury South project’s design team from
Aurecon.
Ngā Mihi | Kind regards
Jenni

Jenni Wild
Senior Advisor Communications & Engagement
Te Waka Kōtuia Engagement and Partnerships
M +64 21 590 316
E jenni.wild@nzta.govt.nz / w nzta.govt.nz
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
Auckland / Level 5, AMP Tower, 29 Customs Street West
Private Bag 106602, Auckland 1143, New Zealand
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_________ _____________________________________________

This message, together with any attachments, may contain information that is classified and/or
subject to legal privilege. Any classification markings must be adhered to. If you are not the intended
recipient, you must not peruse, disclose, disseminate, copy or use the message in any way. If you
have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by return email and then destroy
the original message. This communication may be accessed or retained by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency for information assurance purposes.
This message, together with any attachments, may contain information that is classified and/or
subject to legal privilege. Any classification markings must be adhered to. If you are not the intended
recipient, you must not peruse, disclose, disseminate, copy or use the message in any way. If you
have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by return email and then destroy
the original message. This communication may be accessed or retained by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency for information assurance purposes.
This message, together with any attachments, may contain information that is classified
and/or subject to legal privilege. Any classification markings must be adhered to. If you are
not the intended recipient, you must not peruse, disclose, disseminate, copy or use the
message in any way. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately
by return email and then destroy the original message. This communication may be accessed
or retained by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency for information assurance purposes.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by
the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast,
a leader in email security and cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection,
security awareness training, web security, compliance and other essential capabilities. Mimecast helps protect
large and small organizations from malicious activity, human error and technology failure; and to lead the
movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, visit our website.
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ANNEXURE 5: EMAIL CHAIN – JULY TO MID-SEPTEMBER

From: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 17 September 2021 5:22 PM
To: Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Jennifer Shen <jennifer.shen@terragroup.co.nz>; Simon Lapwood
<simon.lapwood@terragroup.co.nz>; Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>; Nui McGregor
<Nui.McGregor@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query development
Hi Tessa
The Terra version of the Designation Boundary is based on the NZTA Cycleway and proposed 3D
shared path work out the boundary line works.
Are you please able to confirm which boundary lines are correct.
Thanks
Kind regards
Kylie

From: Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query - 115 Park Estate Road development
Hi Kylie,
I’ll check with the property team and get back to you.
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Ngā mihi

Tessa Robins
Planner, Environmental Planning (Auckland/Northland)
Poutiaki Taiao| System Design
Email: Tessa.robins@nzta.govt.nz
Mobile: 021 557 568

Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency
Auckland, Level 5, AON Centre, 29 Customs Street West
Private Bag 106602, Auckland 1143, New Zealand
Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn

From: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 17 September 2021 3:33 PM
To: Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: Re: designation boundary query - 115 Park Estate Road development
Hi Tess
Do you have a dwg file of the boundary
Thanks
Kylie
Get Outlook for Android
From: Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2021 2:36:01 PM
To: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query -

development

Hi Kylie,
Thanks for sending this through. Evan and I are still undertaking a review and speaking with
specialists regarding specific sections.
One point that has been raised so far is that the scheme plan does not align with the land
requirement plans Waka Kotahi provided back in June. Can you confirm that the proposed site
boundaries are in line with the attached document and that lots will not be created in areas where
land is required by the Papakura to Drury South project team?
Ngā mihi

Tessa Robins
105309.2
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Planner, Environmental Planning (Auckland/Northland)
Poutiaki Taiao| System Design
Email: Tessa.robins@nzta.govt.nz
Mobile: 021 557 568

Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency
Auckland, Level 5, AON Centre, 29 Customs Street West
Private Bag 106602, Auckland 1143, New Zealand
Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn

From: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 13 September 2021 10:29 AM
To: Evan Keating <Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>; Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query development
Hi Evan
We have now lodged the consent application with Council (pending NZTA approval)
The link to the application is below, if your able to review and provide written approval that would
be great.
The application includes an acoustic report, NZTA Designation, Traffic Impact Assessment and other
associated specialist reports that may be of interest.
Link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/m1xkdein6emnygz/AACza3_ZH-AZxm5r6HmcKQTsa?dl=0
Look forward to hearing from you
Kind regards
Kylie
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From: Evan Keating <Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:22 PM
To: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Cc: Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>; Tessa Robins <Tessa.Robins@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query development
Hi Kylie,
Normally for a subdivision adjoining a state highway we’d want to see a scheme plan of the
subdivision which also shows utilities (including stormwater) and a traffic impact assessment. In this
case, as there isn’t direct access proposed to the state highway, it’s likely that we’ll be more
interested in potential noise effects on future residents and any associated health and reverse
sensitivity effects. Note that as the site is currently largely undeveloped and there are no conditions
on our existing designation, the P2B project will not be installing noise barriers and the responsibility
for addressing this issue lies with the landowner. For these reasons, the Hingaia 2 precinct specifies
that Waka Kotahi will be limited notified unless written approval is provided of any application
adjoining the state highway.
In order to assess this issue, you would need to complete an acoustic report prepared in line with
the NZ Transport Agency Guide to the Management Effects on Noise Sensitive Land Use near to the
State Highway Network (Sept 2015, link ) to show that the future residents will protected from
unreasonable levels of noise. The preparation of this report may require consultation with our
experts who have produced noise contour models for this section of the motorway, we are happy to
provide this information once you have appointed a consultant.
I’ve also copied I Tessa who’ll be assisting with this consent going forward.
Thanks
Evan

Evan Keating / Principal Planner – Environmental Planning (Auckland/Northland)
Poutiaki Taiao – System Design
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P/ 9 953 5544 / M 64 21 343 172
E evan.keating@nzta.govt.nz / W nzta.govt.nz
Auckland Office, Level 5, AON Centre
29 Customs Street West, Auckland, New Zealand

From: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Sent: Thursday, 5 August 2021 12:10 PM
To: Evan Keating <Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Michael Wu <michael.wu@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: RE: designation boundary query -

development

Hi Evan
We are busy preparing the associated plans and reports for the proposed consent application at

I am wondering what level of detail NZTA require to be provided in order to provide comment /
written approval for the proposed development which adjoins the NoR that your involved in?
Thanks
Kylie

From: Evan Keating <Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 1:48 PM
To: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Cc: South Papakura to Bombay <P2B@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: FW: designation boundary query -

development

Hi Kylie,
105309.2
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I’m not aware of any setbacks from an NoR but don’t know the details of the AUP to confirm this.
Our NoR has been lodged and now has legal effect so your client will need our approval before doing
anything on land subject to it which may hinder our project (i.e. the land itself, not adjacent land).
The drawing files with the details of the NoR area and location have been sent to Michael Wu and
Auckland Council’s GIS is being updated to show it. Their website also has a link to link to the EPA
website which has our application: https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitary-planmodifications/environmental-protection-authority-call-in/Pages/default.aspx
Hope this helps
Regards
Evan

From: Sonya McCall <sonya.mccall@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, 9 July 2021 10:48 AM
To: Evan Keating <Evan.Keating@nzta.govt.nz>
Subject: Fw: designation boundary query -

development

Hi Evan
Could you please help Kyle.
thanks
Sonya.

From: Sonya McCall <sonya.mccall@nzta.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, 9 July 2021 10:46 AM
To: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: Re: designation boundary query -

development

Hi Kyle
I have forwarded it to Evan Keating. He is the planner who is running this project.
Kind regards

Sonya.
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From: Kylie McLaughlin <kylie.mclaughlin@terragroup.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 9 July 2021 9:57 AM
To: Sonya McCall <sonya.mccall@nzta.govt.nz>
Cc: Kevin Ding <Kevin.Ding@terragroup.co.nz>
Subject: designation boundary query development
Hi Sonya,
Fred from AT passed on your details, I am hoping you will be able to help.
We are in the process of preparing the conceptual design for a housing development and
consequential subdivision at
, Auckland site shown below, and we understand
that there is a recently proposed designation over the site which is also shown further below and not
in the AUP.
We were wondering what is the setback requirements from the designation boundary that we need
to take into consideration for the design as so far I have not been able to find any information in
regard to this.
Thanks Sonya
Kind regards
Kylie
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